Abstract: Is the amount of "greenness" within a 250-m, 500-m, 1000-m or a 2000-m buffer surrounding a person's home a good predictor of their physical health? The evidence is inconclusive. We reviewed Web of Science articles that used geographic information system buffer analyses to identify trends between physical health, greenness, and distance within which greenness is measured. Our inclusion criteria were: (1) use of buffers to estimate residential greenness; (2) statistical analyses that calculated significance of the greenness-physical health relationship; and (3) peer-reviewed articles published in English between 2007 and 2017. To capture multiple findings from a single article, we selected our unit of inquiry as the analysis, not the article. Our final sample included 260 analyses in 47 articles. All aspects of the review were in accordance with PRISMA guidelines. Analyses were independently judged as more, less, or least likely to be biased based on the inclusion of objective health measures and income/education controls. We found evidence that larger buffer sizes, up to 2000 m, better predicted physical health than smaller ones. We recommend that future analyses use nested rather than overlapping buffers to evaluate to what extent greenness not immediately around a person's home (i.e., within 1000-2000 m) predicts physical health.
Introduction
As a result of rapid urbanization, a growing disconnect from nature, and rising rates of disease and illness, many groups are increasingly interested in the effects of greenspaces on physical health. Greenspaces provide daily opportunities for physical exercise and stress relief [1] . The distance within which greenspaces provide these opportunities to any meaningful degree, however, is not well understood. Is there a stronger correlation between health and greenspaces within 250 m of someone's home, than those within 1000 m of someone's home? The empirical evidence needed to answer such questions is lacking.
Our current understanding of the distance within which greenness matters is based largely on expert opinion. In the United States, some practitioners suggest that having greenspace within a five-minute walk (approximately 0.2 miles or 0.32 km) is most important for physical health, while others assert that a 0.50-or 0.75-mile (0.80 or 1.20 km) range is more accurate [2] . A better understanding of the maximum distance to consider when analyzing greenspace would help urban planners and public health officials better evaluate how to design minimum standards for greenspaces near members of their communities.
Geographic information system (GIS) software packages (i.e., ArcGIS, ESRI Inc., Redlands, CA, USA) provide powerful tools to provide empirical evidence on how different distances in which greenness is measured impact physical health. A multitude of remote sensing and GIS datasets (i.e., Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI), land cover datasets, and park layers) can be uploaded into these packages to provide objective measures of green cover in countries around the world [1] . Buffer tools (the "Buffer (Analysis)" toolkit in ArcGIS) can then calculate the percentage of greenspace-or relative "greenness"-within a specified geographic polygon, for example, the area surrounding a person's house.
The results of at least three studies using GIS buffer tools provide some evidence that greenness at any buffer size predicts physical health equally well. A national survey of physical activity and urban greenspace in Canada, for example, found that 30 m buffers predicted health as well as 500 m buffers [3] . Another study of greenness and air pollution exposure during pregnancy found that 100 m, 250 m, and 500 m buffers predicted birth and development outcomes similarly well [4] . A second study on birth and development outcomes and greenness found that 100 m and 500 m buffers had similar results [5] . What these studies fail to answer, however, is, does the impact of greenness on physical health plateau at a particular buffer size? To answer this question, one can compile these findings with those of other studies that examine greenness within larger buffer zones and look for trends across the studies.
A review of GIS buffer studies is valuable despite the recent advances in activity tracking that provide potentially more accurate measurements of the natural/built environment available to people [6] . For example, tracking with global positioning system (GPS) units can accompany individuals' whose physical activity is being tracked. The trajectories recorded from these units help to create neighborhood areas that encompass trips taken by individuals throughout their everyday life. As such, the area in which greenness is examined with GPS units includes both the residential and non-residential environments to which individuals are exposed-such as farther-away but regularly-visited parklands-and therefore considers the critical factor pertaining to which greenspaces are accessible along transportation routes [7] . Buffers created with distances set by researchers in GIS systems, in contrast, are artificially created and may over or under-estimate the range available to-and used by-residents. On the other hand, GPS is an approach being adopted in an only limited number of public health fields of research, primarily physical activity research (i.e., [8-11]) , and several recent studies still use artificially-created buffers (i.e., [12] [13] [14] ). Providing every individual in a sample population with GPS units is not feasible for all study designs, geographic contexts, study populations, and sample sizes. In order to review the available evidence on greenness around a person's home, it is, therefore, important to conduct a systematic review of artificially-created buffers in GIS.
We reviewed the body of literature that uses greenness buffer analyses to better understand at what distance greenness best predicts physical health. To identify this body of work, we included only those analyses that (1) used GIS buffers to estimate residential greenness; (2) used statistical analyses that calculated the significance of the greenness-physical health relationship; and (3) were peer-reviewed articles published in English between 2007 and May 2017. Our objective was to identify which buffer sizes were supported by the literature as having the strongest theoretically expected relationships between greenness and physical health-that is, findings where greater greenness correlated with better physical health.
Methods
All steps in our review process were conducted in accordance with the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) guidelines [15] . The screening and analyzing of data were conducted in Microsoft Excel for Mac.
Literature Search
We searched Web of Science to identify relevant articles published in English between 2007 and May 2017. Search terms included "greenness" measures, GIS datasets and analytical techniques, and physical health outcomes (see Appendix A, Table A1 for a list of all terms).
Selection Criteria
To extract data from multiple analyses included in articles, we conducted a two-step selection process. First, we selected those articles with an overall focus and at least one reported analysis that was relevant for this review. Next, we selected the relevant analyses from each of these articles.
Article Selection
Initial eligibility of articles was determined by reviewing their titles and abstracts. The full text of the remaining articles was then screened for three criteria. First, the focus of the article had to measure the impact of greenness on physical health using GIS buffer analyses. "Greenness" could include percent green cover, green space, or parks; the number of green spaces, parks, or open space within the buffer; or the standard deviation of greenness or landscape indices. Second, the authors conducted inferential statistical analyses to measure the relationship between these variables; and, third, statistical significance tests (p-values) resulting from these analyses were performed.
Analysis Selection
Next, we screened analyses within eligible articles to determine which analyses were appropriate to examine in this review. Screening criteria included: (1) GIS buffers used residential center points in GIS buffer analyses, rather than school or workplace center points; and (2) the dependent variable was a physical, not a mental health outcome. No exclusionary criteria were set for the range of ages studied. Analyses included, therefore, used buffers around physical addresses of homes or centers of politically defined geographic areas enclosing homes (i.e., census tracts) and surveyed sample ages across the lifespan, from infants to elders.
Data Extraction
Most data were extracted at the analysis, not the article, level. Only first author, publication year, and article title were identified at the article level. In contrast, a wide range of characteristics were identified at the analysis level, including article information (first author, publication year, and article title); greenness type ("greenness", tree canopy, greenspace or open space, or park); physical health outcome; objectivity of physical health outcome; country/countries covered by sample population; age range(s) of sample population; size of sample; confounds included (i.e., age, sex, race, income, employment, education, urbanity, etc.); presence of spatial autocorrelation test(s); center point of GIS buffer (home, postal code, or census tracts/blocks); type of GIS buffer (see below); size of buffer in meters; presence or absence of statistically significant association between health outcome and greenness; and direction of significant associations between health outcome and greenness.
The type of buffer data extracted concerned whether the buffer was made in one of two ways. Radial buffers estimate greenness "as the crow flies" around a point. In this case, when the researcher specified a radial distance, the GIS software drew a circle (circular buffer) with a radius equal to that value. The circle was centered on a specified point-often an individual's home address or the center of a geographic zone within which the individual lives (i.e., census tract or postal code). In contrast, network buffers estimate greenness along transportation pathways. The GIS software determines the network buffers, after the researcher specifies the distance, along all available walking or driving routes, based on road network GIS data. This process results in a polygon (network buffer), which is not perfectly circular in shape, because the perimeter of the buffer represents points that are within a set distance along trails and roads ( Figure 1 ).
Several analytical characteristics were reported in detail in articles, and we coded these into broader categories for this review. Physical health outcomes were divided into 18 categories. These were adapted from categories identified in previous greenness and health literature reviews [1, 16, 17] . The manner of data collection for physical health outcomes was grouped into three categories, based on whether data were objective (i.e., biomarkers, vital signs), expert or clinician diagnoses (i.e., electronic medical records), or subjective (i.e., self-reported health questionnaires). Lastly, we grouped age ranges into five categories: samples with individuals less than one year old (infants), 2-10 years old (children), 11-17 years old (youth), 18-79 (adults), and 80 years and over (elders). were adapted from categories identified in previous greenness and health literature reviews [1, 16, 17] . The manner of data collection for physical health outcomes was grouped into three categories, based on whether data were objective (i.e., biomarkers, vital signs), expert or clinician diagnoses (i.e., electronic medical records), or subjective (i.e., self-reported health questionnaires). Lastly, we grouped age ranges into five categories: samples with individuals less than one year old (infants), 2-10 years old (children), 11-17 years old (youth), 18-79 (adults), and 80 years and over (elders). show greenness in the region within a specified walking or driving distance of a center point.
Evaluation of Possible Bias
Our focus was on evaluating analyses with higher or lower levels of potential bias. The items we evaluated were individual analyses, not articles. Thus, our evaluative judgments in this review do not cover the articles in their entirety. It is possible that any given article had some analyses that could be judged as having higher potential bias and others as lower.
To identify possible criteria that would demonstrate potential bias, we consulted criteria used in prior systematic literature reviews on greenness and human health outcomes [18, 19] . We found that some prior criteria (i.e., multiplicity of outcome variables within a single article) did not apply to our unit of examination-that is, analyses rather than articles-and other criteria represented characteristics of potential bias which we had already excluded in our screening process (i.e., expert assessments of "greenness" versus land-cover maps or satellite system assessments). We narrowed our criteria to two items: did the analysis include a subjective measure of physical health as its dependent variable; and did the analysis account for the critical confounding variable-income? We chose the latter criteria because a robust body of work demonstrates that this variable, more than any other, partially explains the relationship between greenness and health outcomes [1, 16] . Not including a measure of income-such as socio-economic status or the common proxy, level of education-overestimates positive relationships between greenness and health.
Our chosen criteria for assessing bias (subjective measures of health and controls for socioeconomic status) allowed us to rank articles into three levels. We designated analyses that did not meet either of the criteria as more likely to be biased. We designated analyses that met one criteria as less likely to be biased and those that met both criteria as least likely to be biased. Buffer analyses are tools to calculate the "greenness" of residential environments. Buffers are drawn two ways. Radial buffers (outer circle in gray) show greenness in the circle of a specified radius around a center point-in this case, 1000 m. Network buffers (inner polygon shape in green) show greenness in the region within a specified walking or driving distance of a center point.
Our chosen criteria for assessing bias (subjective measures of health and controls for socio-economic status) allowed us to rank articles into three levels. We designated analyses that did not meet either of the criteria as more likely to be biased. We designated analyses that met one criteria as less likely to be biased and those that met both criteria as least likely to be biased.
Results

Subsection
The initial database search produced 311 records, but the majority were not salient for this review. The full texts of 68 articles were reviewed for eligibility, and 47 met our criteria for inclusion (see Figure 2 for details on articles removed at each step of the screening process).
Results
Subsection
The initial database search produced 311 records, but the majority were not salient for this review. The full texts of 68 articles were reviewed for eligibility, and 47 met our criteria for inclusion (see Figure 2 for details on articles removed at each step of the screening process). Articles contained between one [20] and 44 [21] analyses that met our inclusion criteria. In total, 260 analyses were included in this review (for a complete listing of articles and their analyses, see Appendix A, Table A2 ).
Descriptive Characteristics of Articles
We found that the number of published articles on the use of GIS buffers to estimate the impact of greenness on physical health increased over time. The majority of articles identified in this review were published in the last four years ( Figure 3 ).
We also found that articles examined populations from around the world. In total, 17 countries were represented: Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Colombia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Germany, Hong Kong, Lithuania, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Spain, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and the United States ( Figure 4 ). Populations from the United States and Australia were most frequently examined. The former was studied in nine articles and the latter in eight articles. The next most commonly studied populations were from the Netherlands, Germany, and Canada, which were examined in six articles each. Articles contained between one [20] and 44 [21] analyses that met our inclusion criteria. In total, 260 analyses were included in this review (for a complete listing of articles and their analyses, see Appendix A, Table A2 ).
We also found that articles examined populations from around the world. In total, 17 countries were represented: Australia, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Colombia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Germany, Hong Kong, Lithuania, Mexico, Netherlands, New Zealand, Spain, Sweden, the United Kingdom, and the United States ( Figure 4 ). Populations from the United States and Australia were most frequently examined. The former was studied in nine articles and the latter in eight articles. The next most commonly studied populations were from the Netherlands, Germany, and Canada, which were examined in six articles each. 
Descriptive Characteristics of Analyses
Analyses used a wide range of sample sizes and ages ( Table 1 ). The smallest sample was 61 [22] and the largest was 345,143 [21] . Over two-thirds of analyses included at least 2500 individuals and one-third included at least 10,000. Adults were the most commonly studied age range, with 30% of analyses studying exclusively 18-79 year olds and another 36% studying 18-79 year olds as well as youth and/or elders. 
Analyses used a wide range of sample sizes and ages ( Table 1 ). The smallest sample was 61 [22] and the largest was 345,143 [21] . Over two-thirds of analyses included at least 2500 individuals and one-third included at least 10,000. Adults were the most commonly studied age range, with 30% of analyses studying exclusively 18-79 year olds and another 36% studying 18-79 year olds as well as youth and/or elders. Table 1 . Sample characteristics of analyses (n = 260) included in review. 
Number of Analyses Percent of Analyses
Descriptive Characteristics of Analyses
Analyses used a wide range of sample sizes and ages ( Table 1 ). The smallest sample was 61 [22] and the largest was 345,143 [21] . Over two-thirds of analyses included at least 2500 individuals and one-third included at least 10,000. Adults were the most commonly studied age range, with 30% of analyses studying exclusively 18-79 year olds and another 36% studying 18-79 year olds as well as youth and/or elders. Less than one-half of analyses (45%) displayed a likelihood of bias (Table 2) , of which, less than 1% displayed a strong likelihood of bias. Nearly two-thirds (65%) included objective measures or expert/clinical diagnoses of physical health. Income measures were even more common: 85% of analyses included education as a proxy for income, and 17% included income measures. Age and sex were additional common confounds, included in at least 80% of analyses. All other confounds were represented in less than one-third of analyses.
In regards to the methodological choices made in buffer analyses, we found that 73% of analyses used home addresses as buffer centers. Further, 17% of analyses controlled for spatial autocorrelation. A nearly equal number of analyses used "greenness" (48%) and/or green space or open space metrics (42%).
Consistency of Greenness-Physical Health Link
Only 35% of analyses (n = 91) demonstrated statistically significant relationships between greenness and improved physical health. The majority (62%, n = 161) demonstrated no significant relationship between these variables, and a few (3%, n = 8) even found a significant relationship in the opposite direction-more green being tied to worse physical health.
Findings were similar across the lifespan. Thirty-seven percent (n = 49) of the 131 analyses that studied only adult or adult and elder populations found significant positive effects of greenness, and 2% (n = 3) reported negative effects of greenness. Similarly, 29% (n = 22) of the 75 analyses that studied only children, youth, and/or infants-but not only infants-reported significant positive effects. Seven percent (n = 5) of these analyses reported negative effects.
Specific Physical Health Outcomes Studied
Three outcomes accounted for over one-half of the dependent variables studied in analyses. These commonly-studied outcomes included physical activity (the dependent variable in 25% of analyses, n = 65), birth and developmental outcomes (16%, n = 41), and cardiovascular outcomes (13%, n = 33). Obesity and atopy (asthma, allergies, and eczema) were also commonly studied; each was used in approximately 10% of analyses (n = 26 and 24, respectively). General health (i.e., self-reported health questionnaires asking respondents "in general, how would you rate your health?") was studied in 6% (n = 16) of analyses. Twelve other physical health outcomes were studied in 5% or less of analyses each (n = 2 to 12).
Nine outcomes showed that greenness improved health in one-half or more of analyses, but most of these outcomes were studied just a few times (Table 3 ). Obesity and diabetes were the only two outcomes that improved with greenness in over one-half of a more substantial number of analyses (n > 10). Analyses using the three most commonly studied outcomes (physical activity, birth and developmental outcomes, and cardiovascular disease) found significant positive correlations between greenness and physical health just 18 to 34% of the time. When we examined the most commonly studied outcome (physical activity), we found that objective measurements using accelerometer devices showed significant associations almost twice as frequently as subjective, self-report measures. 
Buffer Sizes Used
Buffers between 1000-1999 m in size were most commonly used. This size represented nearly one-third of all analysis (n = 84). The next most common were 500-999 m buffers, which were used in approximately one-quarter of analyses (n = 67). Other buffer size ranges (less than 250 m, 250 to 499 m, and greater than 2000 m) were used at similar frequencies: between 32 (12%) and 41 (16%) of analyses.
Buffer Size and Physical Health
The relative number of analyses that tied greenness to physical health grew as the buffer size increased, but only up to 1999 m ( Figure 5 ). In analyses with buffers of less than 250 m, 24% of studies reported that greenness improved physical health. This percent increased for analyses with buffers 250-499 m (34%), 500-599 m (39%) and 1000-1999 m (42%), but then dropped substantially for analyses with buffers of 2000 m or more (25%). 
The relative number of analyses that tied greenness to physical health grew as the buffer size increased, but only up to 1999 m ( Figure 5 ). In analyses with buffers of less than 250 m, 24% of studies reported that greenness improved physical health. This percent increased for analyses with buffers 250-499 m (34%), 500-599 m (39%) and 1000-1999 m (42%), but then dropped substantially for analyses with buffers of 2000 m or more (25%). Figure 5 . Percent of analyses showing statistically significant relationships between greenness and physical health improvement increases as buffer size increases, but only to a point. In all analyses reviewed (top), the percent of significant findings increased up to 1000-1999 m buffers, but then decreased at larger buffer sizes. This trend was exaggerated when examining only those analyses least likely to be biased (middle), as indicated by their use of objective health measures and the inclusion of income or education as a confounding factor. Analyses that used buffers centered on home addresses-rather than postal codes or census tracts-showed a different tipping point (bottom). In this subsample, analyses demonstrated that greenness improves physical health in buffers up to 500-999 m in size-not 1000-1999 m. Figure 5 . Percent of analyses showing statistically significant relationships between greenness and physical health improvement increases as buffer size increases, but only to a point. In all analyses reviewed (top), the percent of significant findings increased up to 1000-1999 m buffers, but then decreased at larger buffer sizes. This trend was exaggerated when examining only those analyses least likely to be biased (middle), as indicated by their use of objective health measures and the inclusion of income or education as a confounding factor. Analyses that used buffers centered on home addresses-rather than postal codes or census tracts-showed a different tipping point (bottom). In this subsample, analyses demonstrated that greenness improves physical health in buffers up to 500-999 m in size-not 1000-1999 m.
We tested whether this trend held with two subsamples of analyses, both of which included smaller but more reliable, valid measures of greenness. First, we restricted our sample to the 144 analyses that we judged as least likely to be biased. We found that the previously described trend was more pronounced in this subsample: the percent of analyses tying greenness to health increased from 22% with buffers of less than 250 m, to 57% for buffers between 1000-1999 m in size. Second, we restricted our sample to the 190 analyses that used individuals' home addresses for buffer centers. This subsample again suggested that increasing numbers of analyses found positive ties between greenness and physical health as buffer size increases, but it plateaued at 500-999 m buffers. The percent of significant findings increased from 26% (buffers of less than 250 m) to 38% (buffers between 500-999 m), and then decreased to 33% (buffers between 1000-1999 m).
Discussion
The objective of this systematic literature review was to discover trends in buffer analyses reported in peer-reviewed journal articles on residential greenness and physical health. We identified 260 analyses in 47 articles that met our inclusion criteria.
These analyses showed the following trend: the likelihood of greenness predicting physical health increased as the size of the buffer increased. However, this trend plateaued at buffers between 1000-1999 m in size. Buffers of 2000 m and above were less likely to show greenness predicting physical health than all smaller buffers sizes.
This trend toward 1000-1999 m buffers best predicting physical health did not hold for the subsample of analyses that used home addresses as the center point of buffers. In 27% of the analyses in this review, researchers fixed buffers not around homes but around geographic midpoints of geographic regions (i.e., census tracts or postal codes). We examined trends when these analyses were excluded because buffers centered on homes were more reliable indicators of residential greenness than buffers centered on the center of the political boundary in which an individual resides. In this subsample, we found that increasing buffer sizes corresponded with increasing likelihood of greenness predicting physical health, and we further found that this trend plateaued at a certain size. The plateau size, however, was smaller than our earlier-found trend: buffers between 500-999 m in size and centered around homes best predicted physical health. Buffers smaller than 500 m and greater than 999 m were less likely to predict physical health.
These trends toward larger buffer size better predicting physical health do not indicate that nearby greenspace (i.e., a park located within a 250 m buffer from a house) is less predictive of physical health than distant greenspace. A 1000 m buffer around a house includes greenspace located in smaller, nested buffers around that house, as well as greenspace in distant edges of that buffer (i.e., a park 950 m away from buffer center). Thus, a 1000 m buffer includes all greenspaces captured in the 50 m-, 250 m-, and 500 m buffers. The extent of greenness for a 1000 m buffer, therefore, is the total green/open land uses within this circular area, divided by the total area of the buffer.
What these findings do indicate is that larger buffers are more likely to predict physical health than smaller buffers, given that these two buffers have equal percentages or densities of green cover. That is, individuals with high densities of green cover in their broader neighborhoods are more likely to have better physical health than individuals with high densities of green cover around their homes but low densities of green cover in their broader neighborhoods.
It should be noted that for smaller and larger buffers to have the same relative amount of green cover requires substantially different actual amounts of green cover. Let us consider a scenario where two buffers both have 50% green cover. The larger buffer has a 1000 m radius and covers a circular area of approximately 3,140,000 m 2 . The smaller buffer has a 250 m radius and covers an area of approximately 200,000 m 2 . Given that both of these buffers have 50% green cover, the 1000 m buffer would include 1,570,000 m 2 (nearly 400 acres) of greenspace, but the 25 m buffer would only include 100,000 m 2 (approximately 25 acres) of greenspace. Because the smaller buffer analysis does not describe green cover beyond this relatively small area, it cannot evaluate whether the broader neighborhood includes those additional 1,470,000 m 2 of green cover represented in the 1000 m buffer analysis. From this example, the power of larger buffers to predict much larger tracts of green space coverage becomes evident. Our findings-that buffers of increasing size better predict physical health than smaller buffers-may, therefore, be the result of larger buffers' increased power to measure larger tracts of greenspace in a neighborhood. Importantly, though, our finding that buffers of over 2000 m drop in predictive power provides some evidence of a dosage effect of residential greenness. This review suggests that green cover farther away than 2000 m (a 20-min moderately-paced walk) has less impact on physical health than green cover located nearby.
Although this review found that a majority of buffer analyses did not report positive findings between greenness and physical health, this finding should not be considered conclusive. Many of the analyses in this review examined health outcomes for which multiple other reviews find consistent ties between greenness and physical health-namely physical activity, birth and developmental outcomes, and cardiovascular outcomes [1, 16, [23] [24] [25] . The analyses in this review represent a relatively small sample of articles using a single analytic tool to estimate residential greenness. The low number of positive findings in this review, therefore, is only a slice of the available evidence on the link between nature and physical health.
This review reported several characteristics of buffer analyses that indicate this field of literature is robust and in general is growing stronger. The number of analyses is increasingly nearly every year, and these analyses are being conducted globally-although they are concentrated in Australia, North America, and Western Europe. Very few analyses fail to use objective measures of physical health and controls for income. A considerable number of analyses use substantial sample sizes over 10,000, and the majority of analyses use sizes of at least 2500. These samples represent populations across the lifespan, from infants to elders. The only major limitation we identified is the relatively low number of analyses that consider or control for spatial autocorrelation.
The findings in this review are limited primarily by its scope of studies included. A growing body of GIS buffer analyses considers other health outcomes and may help explain how distance within which greenness is measured influences health. For instance, at least three articles have tied academic achievement to school greenness [26] [27] [28] , and another thirteen articles have tied mental health to residential greenness [18] with buffer analyses. Albeit, the mechanisms by which greenness improves these outcomes may be different than those by which greenness improves physical health. For example, residential greenspace may support physical health primarily by providing opportunities for physical activity [29] or by improving immune functioning [16] . On the other hand, greenspace may reduce anxiety and depression primarily by reducing maladaptive patterns of circular, negative thought called ruminative brooding [30] . Different mechanisms may require different amounts of greenness at different distances from a person's home. It is feasible that views of trees from windows may be most important for reducing depression-much more so than large green spaces accessible by only a 20-min walk. Even so, it would enhance practitioners' understanding of the importance of greenspace at different distances from a person's home address if additional studies with outcomes other than physical health were reviewed in a way similar to that of this study.
We recommend that future researchers using GIS buffers estimate greenspace's impact on health to try to resolve the unique impact of greenness in nested, rather than overlapping, buffers. All analyses in this review used larger buffer areas that overlapped with smaller ones. As a result, we do not know the unique contribution of farther-away greenspace, that is, the greenspace identified in the difference between larger and smaller buffer areas. Analyses that used a nested buffer pattern, wherein a 250 m buffer region is excluded from 500 m buffer analyses, and 250 m and 500 m buffer regions are excluded from 1000 m buffer analyses, would enhance our understanding of at what distance greenness best predicts improvements in physical health.
Another notable recommendation for future research is to use network buffers, which estimate greenness that is physically accessible to people along walking routes. Especially, in the physical activity research domain, the use of network buffers has recently become popular to accurately estimate the impact of greenness on walking [12, 13, 31] . Other physical health research should apply network buffers in future research to weight the access to reachable greenspaces or parks by walking, which may affect various physical health outcomes. Also, future research can focus on other GIS methods to define exposure to greenness areas. Recent studies have used GPS units to better understand daily travels of individuals and assess exposures to non-residence environments including workplaces, shopping places, and other areas that play important roles in daily life beyond the neighborhood area immediately surrounding the home [32] [33] [34] [35] . These exposure areas can be estimated using a broad range of different GIS analysis beyond buffers, such as kernel densities and neighborhood delineations [36] [37] [38] . Which methods provide the most reliable and valid associations between greenspaces and physical health, however, has not been adequately reviewed. Therefore, additional research on physical health findings related to greenness using a variety of GIS methods is warranted.
Conclusions
This review has demonstrated that greenness measured at larger distances from people's home environments-specifically buffers between 500 m and 1999 m in size-predicted physical health better than smaller buffers. Because the analyses included in this review used overlapping rather than nested buffers, we were unable to evaluate the impact of farther-away versus closer greenspaces. Author Contributions: Matthew Browning and Kangjae Lee conceived and designed the study; Kangjae Lee conducted the systematic review and analyzed the data; Matthew Browning wrote the paper; Matthew Browning and Kangjae Lee reviewed and refined the paper.
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